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The last two months have been challenging with the added 
pressures of COVID impacting our headcount and ongoing 
logistical and courier issues. Nonetheless, the TRT team 
outlook is positive. We continue to prioritise solving problems 
for our customers and use our ingenuity to pick up the 
shortfall where we can. 

We have firm plans around maintaining the continuity of 
supply. Our dedicated parts team are doing vehicle runs to 
courier depots every day to lessen the pain of the reduced 
courier schedules from our warehouses in Auckland, Hamilton 
and Christchurch.  

2022 to date has had its fair share of celebrations, Mr. Bruce Nixon’s appointment as 
the TRT Board Chairperson and the naming of the Duke meeting room, to name a few. 

The “Duke Meeting Room”, was named after Duke Cubis, otherwise known as the 
backbone of our transport parts business. I would like to recognise this. I think it's well-
deserved and well earned. Duke has been committed to TRT for 45 years. The naming 
of this room goes just a small way to recognise his significant contribution to our parts 
business and TRT as a whole.

There’s a lot to look forward to in the coming months. With our Sales, Parts, and 
Service team growing in size, knowledge, and performance. 

We are committed to encouraging and supporting young people who are interested in 
a future in the manufacturing and transport industry. We have recently welcomed two 
new Heavy Diesel Technician Apprentices to our Mechanical Service team in Hamilton. 
With the current labor shortages we have expanded our apprentice programs and 
opportunities for new entrants to our industry. 

In this issue of IN GEAR we have some great Hot Deals 
and you can check out our JOST feature on page 6.

We recently spoke to McLeod Cranes about their first 
series of custom built TRT Crane Support Trailers, read 
the full story on page 4.

WHAT’S HAPPENING

UPDATE FROM GAVIN

Text
TRT revealed its new 'Duke Meeting Room', named 
after Duke Cubis, otherwise known as the backbone 
of our transport parts business.

Text
Our vehicles have been upgraded to feature the 
new TRT Made Possible branding.

TRT's newest apprentices, Noelle Martin 
and Bayley Orr, who joined the Mechanical 
Services Team.

Anything's possible. The skillful team from Prestige 
Building Removals Ltd completing an incredible 
house removal with their two TRT ESS Trailers.

EXTENSIVE RANGE

What We Don’t Stock,  
We’ll Source

EXPERTS IN OUR FIELD

We Can Solve It

KEEP YOU MOVING

Right Part, On Time

PARTNERS IN  
YOUR SUCCESS

We Know What It Takes

TRT PARTS

National Sales Manager,
Gavin Halley
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Prices shown exclude GST & freight and are valid from 1st April to 31st May 2022  
or while stocks last. No further trade discounts apply to deals shown.

HOT DEALS

Sampa Air Springs 
Wide Range Available

Hino Torque Rod Bush 
Suits most Japanese Truck 
Torque Rods

HIS40JJ-E0090

$50.00
SAVE 13%

Meritor Tie Rod Ends 
To Suit Kenworth Truck

L&R - FRFTR423

SAVE OVER 20%

$75.00

To suit 145 Series Diff with 
3.58 ratio

FORWARD

SAVE OVER 30%

$3,350.00

Iveco Starter Motor

IH5801710983

SAVE 25%

$895.00 OFF30% 
ALL STOCK

REARWARD

SAVE OVER 30%

$2,750.00

To suit 160 Series Diff with 
5.38 ratio

FORWARD

SAVE OVER 30%

$5,200.00

REARWARD

SAVE OVER 30%

$3,225.00

SIZZLER

Meritor Clutch Kit 
To Suit Japanese Trucks 
with Road Ranger 
Transmission

RWMAF10839193H

$1,295.00
SAVE OVER 20%

MERITOR DIFF HEADS

Limited stock available!
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IN THE NEWS

TRT Innovation Key to Versatile 
Solutions for McLeod Cranes

IN FOCUS

Spring Pin Bush

AM11758

$115.70

TRT has an extensive range of 
quality STEMCO® GAFF® parts in 

stock. 

STEMCO® is an OEM supplier to Australian 
built Kenworth IVECO and DAF trucks, so you 

know when you make the change to Stemco you 
get genuine quality components, at great prices 

and stock availability!

STEMCO®GAFF® RANGE

Make the change to stemco toda
y!

Make the change to stemco toda
y!

Mt Maunganui-based transportation and lifting services, McLeod 
Cranes, recently took delivery of their first two TRT Crane 
Support Trailers, with another two still in build.

This is the first series of custom-built crane trailers for McLeod 
Cranes, designed and manufactured by TRT. All trailers are to 
support their 300-tonne crane, a DEMAG AC300-6 Crane.

The family-run business has been supplying and specialising in 
crane, transport, and drilling rig logistic services for over 26 years. 
Scott McLeod, Managing Director, explains how the trailers have 
provided their team with a versatile solution.

“The first two trailers are working exactly as expected, with 
everyone in our team extremely impressed. The first trailer has 
been designed to be the ideal first support for quick and easy 
crane setup.”

“The second trailer carries 24 tonnes of counterweight. When first 
delivered it didn’t make it back to our yard, it went straight to the 
job site. We threw the weights straight on, and away she went. I 
haven’t had a chance to see this trailer yet as it hasn’t come back 
to base. It’s been following the crane around the country; it is the 
ultimate crane for pre-cast panels, so it's been a very busy crane 
trailer ever since we got it. I think we will end up getting a 5th 
trailer if work continues at this pace.”

Trailer one was custom built by TRT to carry the base plate and 
first counterweight, forklift, additional timbers, single sheave 
hook, and TRT Crane Pads. The next three trailers feature TRT’s 
Versa-Lock System. Trailer three is fitted out to carry 12 tonnes of 
counterweight, spreader beams, auxiliary winch when required to 
get crane weight down, and fly jib. While trailer four is designed 
to carry the first set of wing weights.

TRT’s Versa-Lock System enables easy reconfiguration of the 
trailer to carry components for any crane make or model in an 
optimised configuration. The system also enables the positioning 
of modules on the crane trailer to be moved in 50mm increments, 
reducing overall downtime and improving transport efficiency.
McLeod confirms, “The TRT Versa-Lock System is a clever 
innovation that produces a cost-effective solution for carting 
counterweight and exchanging trailers. If trailer two was clocking 
up too many kilometres, we could swap it out easily for the less 
used trailer.”

When we asked McLeod how these trailers had strengthened 
their services, he said, “Firstly, they make our work more efficient 
meaning we can be quicker on the ground. Having a trailer that 
is purpose-built for the crane also creates a more seamless 
experience for the customer and helps us achieve two of our 
values, absolute promptness, and operational reliability.” “When 
we arrive at the job site, we are very professional about what 
we do. How the trailer is set up is something the customer pays 
attention to. The speed of set up is now shortened and so is the 
time spent transitioning from travel mode to the crane mode.”

When we asked McLeod what he enjoyed about the service and 
support provided by TRT he said, “The involvement throughout 
the whole design process was thorough. We were extensively 
involved at every stage. I believe TRT presented six or seven 
different designs that I saw. There were little changes to trailers 
one and two but once TRT understood our safety philosophy, 
the trailer designs were exactly as we wanted. Which just 
demonstrates TRT’s commitment to customising the solution to 
solve the customers' problem.”
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IN DEMAND

Prices shown exclude GST & freight and are valid from 1st April to 31st May 2022  
or while stocks last. No further trade discounts apply to deals shown.

BPW TSB Brake 
Caliper Rebuild Kit
Guide Pin Kit 

BW0980107611

SAVE OVER 30%

$125.00

BPW TSB Brake 
Caliper Rebuild Kit 
Guide Pin Seal Kit

BW0980107620

SAVE OVER 30%

$72.00

BPW TSB Brake 
Caliper Rebuild Kit 
Tappet Kit

BW0980107631

SAVE OVER 30%

$100.00

Genuine BPW TSB3709 
Calipers

LH & RH - BW0936272131/141

SAVE OVER 30%

$900.00

ROR BMX 350x200
FLRW21221LS

4515 Q-PLUS
FL4515QLS

4720 Q-PLUS
FL4720QLS

FRAS-LE LINED BRAKE SHOESWE HAVE 
STOCK! 
OUR FRAS-LE 
BRAKE SHOE 
SHIPMENTS 
HAVE ARRIVED

Now is the time  Now is the time  
to stock up!to stock up!

We have a wide 
range of brake drum 

brands available to suit 
most NZ applications 

including: Stemco, EKU, 
BPW, Meritor, ROR, York 

and Freightliner. 

If you are not sure what you 
need please contact us with the 

Rego handy.

Contact one of our parts Contact one of our parts 
experts today!experts today!

BRAKE DRUMS

BPW Off Highway 
Brake Drums

AM0610967789

SAVE 25%

$243.75
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Prices shown exclude GST & freight and are valid from 1st April to 31st May 2022  
or while stocks last. No further trade discounts apply to deals shown.

GET GEAR: JOST

JOST Wear Gauge

KING PIN - JTKPGAUGE

SAVE 30%

$39.50
STARTING FROM

JOST Turn Angle Sensor 
(Jack Knife Warning Kit)

JTROE71547

SAVE OVER 25%

$690.00

JOST Ballrace Turntable - 
1108mm 20T
JTKDR4200010K

JOST Wear Gauge
LOCK JAW - JTLJGAUGE

JOST Wear Gauge
RO500 COUPLING - JTROGAUGE

JOST Wear Gauge 
SKID PLATE - JTSPGAUGE

JOST’s fifth wheels are the simplest and safest design 

in the market, with only four moving parts. The positive 

coupling design ensures a true connection. 

5TH WHEELS

JOST is a leading supplier in the transport industry, providing 
a comprehensive range of advanced technology transport 
components that are superbly engineered, high quality and 
suitable for a wide variety of transport applications. 



REPAIR KITS FOR STOCK
Don't get caught out! 

The Traction Air team can create a repair kit to 

suit your truck. From Scania to Iveco, Mercedes 

Benz and Kenworth.

HOSES

INNER WHEEL HOSE

OUTER WHEEL HOSE

TRUCK EXTERNAL FEED HOSE

Overall length = A.  
Hose lengths vary by truck model.

Check your pressure cell filter every 6 months. 

Filter cleaning requires inspection for cleaning or 

replacement. Add it into your maintenance schedule 

or C service. If at any time the system is slow to inflate/

exhaust the filter housing may be blocked.

FILTER CHECK

Traction Air CTI is manufactured by TRT and has 
been designed with features to make your on and 

off-highway vehicle operations safer and more efficient. 

TRT has all quality components in stock, for all truck makes 
and models to keep your Traction Air system operational.

Valve Pressure  
Protection 90 psi

TAPR2-90

Valve Ball Compact 
Handle Yellow

TABV4

Rotary Coupling Heavy 
Duty Hub Reduction

TADCHRHD

BUILT TO PERFORM
With ZEPRO tail lifts, quality is never compromised. 
ZEPRO’s flexible and accurate handling makes lifting and 
moving is smooth and controlled, keeping goods safe 
and delivered with precision. It will assist the driver to 
maximise uptime and work in a safe and effective way, 
regardless of your operation or environment.

Keep your tail lift running and minimise downtime with 
genuine ZEPRO parts from TRT. 

Maintain your tail lift performance and safety. Talk to 
your rep about ZEPRO unit and parts options today. 

A

A

A
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Check out one of Spreading Northland's 
units utilising their Traction Air system 
working on steep farming terrain.

Owned by Jason Williamson, Spreading 
Northland is located in Dargaville. They 
work throughout Northland offering a 
variety of fertiliser services with small to 
large units. 

Traction Air is able to: Improve traction 
- Reduce tyre wear - Reduce damage to 
surfaces - Provide greater fuel efficiency - 
Improve vehicle and driver safety.

INSTALLATION
SPREADING NORTHLAND

Please note, franchises are exclusive by region. Enquire at your local branch.

www.trt.co.nz

FOR 24/7 
PARTS 
SUPPORT CALL 
YOUR NEAREST 
BRANCH

8

SALES Crane Dean McIlroy - Crane Sales 
 021 719 512 
 deanm@trt.co.nz

Elton Petersen - Crane Service 
 07 849 4839 
 eltonp@trt.co.nz

Glen Harnett 
 027 282 8090 
 glenh@trt.co.nz

Trailers

National Sales 
 07 849 4839 
 hiab@trt.co.nz

Hiab

Barry Munro - South Island 
 021 288 3466 
 barrym@trt.co.nz

Matt Counihan 
 027 477 7383 
 matthewc@trt.co.nz

Traction Air 

SERVICE & REPAIRS
07 849 4839 - 24/7 Call Out

PARTS Auckland

 09 262 0683 
 027 2881 660 
 59 Ash Rd, Wiri, Manukau 
 aklparts@trt.co.nz

Hamilton (Head Office)

 07 849 4839 
 027 6363 362 
 48 Maui St, Te Rapa 
 parts@trt.co.nz

Christchurch

 03 741 2261 
 021 197 5807 
 6 Brydone Road, 
 Hornby South 
 ccparts@trt.co.nz 

PARTNERS

CONTACT

Crane Parts 
& Service


